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ABSTRACT: Carboxylated poly(styrene-b-ethylene-co-butylene-b-styrene) (CSEBS) with different car-
boxylation extents [-COOH] were prepared. The [-COOH] dependence of the self-assembly of CSEBS
in water was investigated by a combination of static and dynamic laser light scattering. The addition of
a dilute CSEBS tetrahydrofuran solution dropwise into water leads to a microphase inversion, resulting
in surfactant-free polymeric nanoparticles stable in water. As [-COOH] increases, the particle size first
decreases and then slightly increases; namely, there exists a minimum in particle size when [-COOH]
≈ 21 mol %. On the other hand, the decrease of the average particle density 〈F〉 and the increase of the
ratio of the average radius of gyration to the average hydrodynamic radius (〈Rg〉/〈Rh〉) as [-COOH]
increases reveal that the CSEBS nanoparticle gradually changes from a uniform and compact globule to
a hyperbranched and loose cluster. The cluster can be broken by a simple dilution of the dispersion,
indicating that there exists a delicate balance between hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions in the
self-assembly.

Introduction

Hydrophobic interaction is fundamentally important
in life science because of its crucial role in various
biochemical processes, including the conformational
change of a biopolymer, the binding of a biopolymer to
a substrate, the formation of a multisubunit enzyme,
and the construction of a biological membrane.1-3 On
the other hand, hydrophobic interaction also plays an
important role in the association and self-assembly of
synthetic polymer chains in aqueous solutions.4-10

Often, hydrophobic interaction coexists and balances
with other interactions, such as van der Waals forces,
hydrogen bonding, and electrostatic interaction, leading
to a complicated picture of interactions. Experimentally,
it is difficult to establish how hydrophobic interaction
is correlated to a molecular assembly or conformation,
especially in a complicated biological process. A few of
studies dealing with the pH-induced conformation tran-
sition of poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) have been
reported.1,11,12

A previous study showed that polymeric nanoparticles
made of ionomer chains were stable in water even
without the addition of any surfactant.10 The study of
such stable surfactant-free polymeric nanoparticles
revealed that the stabilization could be attributed to a
delicate balance between hydrophobic and hydrophilic
interactions. To have a better understanding of this
balance, in the present study, we systematically in-
creased the carboxylation extent of the styrene blocks
of a well-defined triblock copolymer, poly(styrene-b-
ethylene-co-butylene-b-styrene) (SEBS), from 3.3 mol %

to as high as 43.6 mol % and investigated the self-
assembly of the carboxylated SEBS chains in water by
a combination of static and dynamic laser light scat-
tering. We intend to find how the hydrophobic interac-
tion is balanced by the hydrophilic interaction in the
formation of surfactant-free nanoparticles stable in
water via the self-assembly of polymer chains.

Experimental Section
Sample Preparation. SEBS (Mn ) 5.25 × 105, Mw/Mn )

1.06) used was a commercial triblock copolymer (Kraton
G1652, Shell Co.) with a styrene content of 28.6 wt % and the
following structure:

Carboxylic groups were introduced by partial carboxylation of
the two polystyrene blocks via a mild Friedel-Crafts acetyl-
ation followed by a haloform oxidation of the resultant acetyl
groups with a phase-transfer catalyst.13,14 [-COOH] was
determined by titrating the CSEBS tetrahydrofuran (THF)
solution to a phenolphthalein end point with a solution of
sodium methylate in a mixed solvent of toluene/methanol (90/
10, v/v). The CSEBS chains were self-assembled in water via
a microphase inversion as follows. Each CSEBS sample was
first dissolved in THF before adding dropwise to an excess of
water under ultrasonification, resulting in a transparent
colloidal dispersion stable in water. The initial polymer
concentration varied from 1.0 × 10-3 to 1.0 × 10-4 g/mL. The
final THF:H2O volume ratio was 1:100.

Laser Light Scattering (LLS). A modified commercial
laser light scattering (LLS) spectrometer (ALV/SP-125) equipped
with a multi-τ digital time correlation (ALV5000) and a solid-
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state laser (ADLAS DPY425II, output power ) 400 mW at
λ0 ) 532 nm) as light source was used. The refractive index
increment (dn/dC) was determined in the THF/H2O (1:100)
mixture at 25 °C by a differential refractometer.15 The details
of LLS instrumentation and theory can be found elsewhere.16,17

In static LLS, the angular dependence of the excess absolute
time-averaged scattering light intensity, known as the excess
Rayleigh ratio Rvv(q), of dilute polymer solutions with different
concentrations (C) can lead to the weight-average molar mass

Figure 1. Carboxylation extent dependence of number dis-
tribution fn(Rh) of hydrodynamic radius of CSEBS nanopar-
ticles, where C ) 1.0 × 10-5 g/mL.

Figure 2. Concentration dependence of number distribution
fn(Rh) of hydrodynamic radius of CSEBS nanoparticles, where
[-COOH] ) 13.3 mol % and C ) 1.0 × 10-5 g/mL.

Figure 3. Carboxylation extent dependence of average hy-
drodynamic radius (〈Rh〉) of CSEBS nanoparticles and average
number (Nchain) of polymer chains inside, where C ) 1.0 × 10-5

g/mL and Nchain is defined as Mw,particle/Mw,chain.

Figure 4. Carboxylation extent dependence of apparent chain
density (〈F〉) and specific refractive index increment (dn/dC)
of CSEBS nanoparticles, where dn/dC ) limCf0[(nsolution -
nsolvent)/C] and 〈F〉 ) Mw/[4/3NA〈Rh〉3] with n, Mw, and 〈Rh〉 being
refractive index, weight-average molar mass, and average
hydrodynamic radius, respectively.

Figure 5. Carboxylation extent dependence of ratio of average
radius of gyration to average hydrodynamic radius (〈Rg〉/〈Rh〉)
of CSEBS nanoparticles, where C ) 1.0 × 10-5 g/mL.

Figure 6. Effect of dilution on number distribution fn(Rh) of
hydrodynamic radius of CSEBS nanoparticles, where [-COOH]
) 35.2 mol %.
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(Mw), the second virial coefficient (A2), and the root-mean
square z-average radius of gyration of the polymer chain in
solution (〈Rg

2〉z
1/2 or written as 〈Rg〉), where q is the scattering

vector. In dynamic LLS, the Laplace inversion of a measured
intensity-intensity time correlation function G(2)(q,t) in the
self-beating mode is related to a line-width distribution
G(Γ).17,18 For a diffusive relaxation, (Γ/q2)Cf0,qf0 f D0. G(Γ) can
be converted into a transitional diffusion coefficient distribu-
tion G(D0) or a hydrodynamic radius distribution f(Rh) via the
Stokes-Einstein equation, Rh ) (kBT/6πη)D-1, where kB, T,
and η are the Boltzmann constant, the absolute temperature,
and the solvent viscosity, respectively. All the LLS measure-
ments were done at 25.0 ( 0.1 °C. The CSEBS dispersions
were clarified using a 0.5 µm Millipore filter. Note that the
concentration is so low that the extrapolation of C f 0 is not
necessary.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows that the hydrophobic association of

the CSEBS chains in water leads to surfactant-free
polymeric nanoparticles. The relative distribution width
is in the range 0.04-0.1. The narrow distribution with
only one peak indicates that all CSEBS chains exist in
aggregate form at the concentration (C ) 1.0 × 10-5

g/mL). As expected, the particle size decreases as
[-COOH] increases because more carboxylic groups can
stabilize more surface area, in that for a given mass of
polymer smaller particles can provide more total surface
area. Such formed CSEBS nanoparticles were very
stable even after the dispersion was concentrated 100
times from 1.0 × 10-5 to 1.0 × 10-3 g/mL by solvent
evaporation as shown in Figure 2. The driving force
behind the stabilization of polymeric colloidal particles
in water has long been debated. Langmuir19 suggested
that the hydration or structural force of water molecules
bounded on particle surfaces was responsible for the
stabilization. Recently, Israelachvili and Wennerstrom20

found that the hydration forces are not monotonically
repulsive but attractive or oscillatory so that the
stabilization of polymeric colloidal particles should be
related to the entropic repulsion depending on the
surface characteristics.

In the microphase inversion, the mixing of THF with
water was nearly instant after each drop of the THF
solution was added. The intrachain contraction and
interchain association of the hydrophobic middle poly-
(ethylene-co-butylene) (EB) blocks lead to the particle
formation, while the relatively more hydrophilic car-

boxylated polystyrene (CPS) blocks has a tendency to
stay on the periphery. The number of carboxylic groups
(n) on each nanoparticle surface increases as the as-
sociation proceeds, and n is proportional to the average
number of the polymer chains inside each nanoparticle
(Nchain). On the other hand, the average particle volume
(V) is also proportional to Nchain if the particle density
is assumed to be a constant, so that n ∝ V ∝ R3, where
R is the particle size. Note that the particle surface area
(S) is only proportional to R2. Therefore, S/n ∼ R-1;
namely, the surface area stabilized per carboxylic group
decreases as R increases until S/n reaches a minimum
at which the interchain association stops. Further fusion
of two such formed particles would be difficult, if not
impossible, because the polymer chains are practically
“frozen” inside due to strong hydrophobic interaction.
The time required for an interparticle diffusion of the
polymer chains is much longer than the collision time
of two particles under Brownian motion in the disper-
sion. This is why the metastable nanoparticles are very
stable in water.

Figure 3 shows that in the range 3.3-23.2 mol % both
the particle size and the average number of polymer
chains inside each nanoparticle (Nchain) decrease as
[-COOH] increases because the copolymer chains be-
come more hydrophilic. Polymeric nanoparticles made
of carboxylated and sulfonated polystyrene ionomers,10

poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) grafted with poly(ethylene
oxide)23 and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic acid),24

exhibit a similar tendency. Note that a small amount
of -COOH groups exist as -COO- and H+. The dis-
sociation makes the chains more hydrophilic. As ex-
pected, less chains with a higher [-COOH] can offer
an equivalent number of stabilizing groups as more
chains with a lower [-COOH]. The particle size is
determined by a delicate balance between the hydro-
phobic attraction and hydrophilic stabilization (includ-
ing electrostatic repulsion). Further increase of [-COOH]
in the range 23.2-43.6 mol % leads to a slight increase
of 〈Rh〉 from 22 to 28 nm, but Nchain remains to be almost
a constant, indicating the swelling of the particles.

Figure 4 shows that the average density 〈F〉 of the
CSEBS particles decreases as [-COOH] increases. Note
that some of the carboxylic groups were inevitably
trapped inside.21 A recent study of the aggregation of
poly(ethylene-co-methacrylic acid) in water suggested

Figure 7. Schematic of CSEBS nanoparticle formation via a microphase inversion and effect of dilution on particle structure.
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that each aggregate consisted of a hydrophobic core, an
intermediate layer made of the ionomer chains and
counterions, and a hydrophilic periphery where most
of the ionic groups were located.22 The decrease of 〈F〉
as [-COOH] increases can be attributed to the hydro-
philic and electrostatic repulsion between the carboxylic
groups inside. The decrease of dn/dC as [-COOH]
increases shown in Figure 4 reflects the association of
more water molecules (a lower refractive index) with
the CSEBS chains inside particles. The structure change
of the nanoparticles can be better viewed in terms of
the ratio of the average radius of gyration to the average
hydrodynamic radius 〈Rg〉/〈Rh〉.25,26

Figure 5 shows that 〈Rg〉/〈Rh〉 increases from ∼0.86
to 1.16 as [-COOH] increases from 3.3 to 43.6 mol %
because 〈Rh〉 decreases fast than 〈Rg〉. It is known that
for a uniform nondraining sphere, a hyperbranched
cluster, and a random coil the ratios of 〈Rg〉/〈Rh〉 are
0.774, ∼1.0-1.3, and ∼1.5-1.8, respectively.25-28 The
fact that 〈Rg〉/〈Rh〉 ∼ 0.86 at [-COOH] ∼3.3% indicates
that particles are practically draining and sphere-like.
The increase of 〈Rg〉/〈Rh〉 reveals that the nanoparticle
structure gradually changes from sphere-like to cluster-
like. The change in the particle structure was also
evidenced by the effect of diluting the dispersion on
f(Rh). When [-COOH] < 23.2 mol %, the dilution had
no influence on f(Rh) because a relatively strong hydro-
phobic attraction holds the polymer chains together.
However, when [-COOH] is higher and the polymer
chains are more hydrophilic, the dilution from 1.0 ×
10-5 to 1.0 × 10-6 g/mL can split a narrowly distributed
f(Rh) into a bimodal distribution as shown in Figure 6.
The peak related to the aggregates shifts to the left.
Note that the x-axis is actually log(Rh) so that the small
shift reflects a large decrease in size. The peak located
at ∼6 nm can be attributed to individual collapsed
CSEBS chains since individual SEBS chains in THF
(a good solvent) have a value of 〈Rh〉 ∼13 nm.29 There-
fore, in a very dilute dispersion, the interchain associa-
tion is greatly suppressed so that individual collapsed
chains are in equilibrium with large interchain aggrea-
gates, as schematically shown in Figure 7.

In conclusion, the self-assembly of carboxylated poly-
(styrene-b-ethylene-co-butylene-b-styrene) chains in
water via the microphase inversion is governed by a
delicate balance between intrachain contraction and
interchain association. The hydrophobic attraction leads
to, on one hand, the formation of polymeric particles,
but on the other hand, the prevention of interparticle
fusion. The hydrophilic repulsion results in, on one
hand, the stabilization of the particles but, on the other
hand, the swelling of the particles from sphere-like to
hyperbranch-like. A right balance of the two different
interactions enables us to prepare small surfactant-free
polymeric nanoparticles stable in water.
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